Spartanburg County Parks Department Organizational Chart – Recreation Division

Assistant Parks and Recreation Director

Recreation Manager

Assistant Recreation Manager

Rec. Coordinator – Outdoor Recreation

Rec. Coordinator II – Youth Development

Rec. Assistant - 2 PTEs

Rec. Coordinator – ACE

ACE / Summer Camp PTEs

Rec. Coordinator II – 50 +

Rec. Coordinator – Cowpens

Rec. Assistant - (1) PTE

Rec. Coordinator – Pacolet

Rec. Assistant - (1) PTE

Rec. Coordinator – Cleveland Park

Site Coordinator

Rec. Coordinator – Woodruff

Site Coordinator

Bus Driver – PTEs

Rec. Coordinator – Chesnee

Rec. Coordinator – Inman

Site Coordinator

Rec. Coordinator – ACE / Summer Camp PTEs

Rec. Coordinator – Outdoor Recreation

Rec. Assistant - 2 PTEs

Rec. Coordinator – ACE

ACE / Summer Camp PTEs

Rec. Coordinator II – Youth Development